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Agenda item 2

Robin Rigg Bill
Committee

11 March 2003

RR/03/3/2

Dear Mr Eardley

Robin Rigg Offshore Wind Farm (Navigation and Fishing) (Scotland) Bill

Thank you for your e-mailed letter of 20th February.  I am setting out below a slightly
amended version of your draft.  As you will see we would prefer the undertaking to
be a little less specific: it would be the object of the consultation to flesh out the
details of the proposals to be put to CNL.  I have also included a reference to
requirements of Scottish Ministers in case any requirements are imposed through
the CPA process.

As regards paragraph 1A, this is intended to cover consultation before submitting
proposals to CNL (I am not sure how my clients can undertake to consult before
receiving proposals): I have also modified it to make it clear that the object is to
secure CNL’s agreement to what emerges from the consultation provided for by the
undertaking.

“1. Subject to the requirements of the Commissioners for Northern Lighthouses
(who, it is acknowledged, have an overriding jurisdiction in relation to marking
and lighting) and any requirements of Scottish Ministers, the Promoters will
ensure, for the protection of small leisure craft which do not have search
radars, that the marking and lighting of the works includes provision for –

(a) the outer buoys to be fitted with lights as well as reflectors;
(b) that part of the towers which is to be painted in accordance with the

IALA recommendation on the marking of offshore wind farms to be
painted with high visibility paint;

(c) each tower to be given an identifying number visible from a safe
distance; and

(d) a foghorn with an appropriate minimum range.

1A Before submitting any proposals for the marking and lighting of those works to
the Commissioners for Northern Lighthouses on that subject the Promoters
will consult [Royal Yachting Association (Scotland) Limited] [the Royal
Yachting Association] and the Solway Yacht Club about the proposals with a
view to ensuring that the items referred to in paragraph 1 and any elaboration
of those items agreed during that consultation are agreed by the
Commissioners or that suitable alternative provision is made having regard to
the concerns which this Undertaking is designed to overcome.”

Paul Irving
21 February 2003
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Radio freQuency and radar shadowin2:

Introduction

1. This technical memo provides further support to the comments in the precognition
document [ref. 1], which was submitted for consideration by the Scottish
Parliament Committee at the hearing on 24 February 2003 for the Robin Rigg
Offshore Wind Farm (Navigation & Fishing) Scotland Bill. The precognition
document addressed the effects of the Robin Rigg wind farm on radar sytems,
VHF communication systems, and global positioning systems (GPS) and
differential corrections (DGPS). This document identified that electromagnetic
shadowing effects would have some impact on radar and VHF communication
systems. The likely impact was discussed in the precognition document, which
stated that further analyses were being carried out to provide more detailed
quantitative evidence to verify the conclusions drawn in paragraphs 36 and 37 of
reference 1. These calculations and the further analyses are presented in this
technical memo.

2.

The MCA has expressed concern about the effects associated with radio and radar
frequency shadowing [ref. 2]. In order to discuss the potential impact of
shadowing on radar and VHF communication systems a short description of this
shadowing phenomenon is given in the following paragraphs.

3.

A large amount of scattering occurs in the forward scatter direction. This forward
scatter direction can be thought of as the direction behind the turbine as viewed
from the transmitter where the optical shadow would be. The total field in the
forward direction is the sum of the direct field and the forward-scattered field. The
direct field is that field that would exist if the turbine were not present. The
scattered field arises from the interactions of the incident radio wave with the
turbine. These fields, the direct and scattered fields, can interfere with each other
either constructively, enhancing the forward total field, or destructively reducing
the forward total field. Therefore, an electromagnetic shadow may be cast behind
the wind turbine as viewed from the transmitter. However, because of the wave
nature of electromagnetic radiation this shadow region is not completely "black".
Thus, under certain conditions, the field that is scattered into the shadow region
will not be large enough to completely cancel the direct field.

4.

In the previous paragraph we said that the field that is scattered into the shadow
region might not be large enough to completely cancel the direct field. When the
radar views a target directly behind a turbine the forward scattered field only
partially cancels the direct field. The reduced field that occurs in the shadow region
behind the turbine illuminates the target and is reflected back towards the radar and
undergoes a further reduction in intensity. A substantial reduction in echo strength
will occur close to the turbine.
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5. In considering radar shadowing we have said that the reduction in echo strength may
be a factor of 10 at 2 kIn behind the turbine [1]. However, the azimuth extent of the
shadow is narrow, about 10 meters. For large vessels it is likely that not all of the
vessel will be in shadow and so enough energy will be scattered back to the radar to
permit detection. For small vessels it is possible that they will be in deep shadow and
not detectable. However, as at least one of the vessels will be moving, the shadow
area positions will change, and so it should be possible to detect vessels in the wind
farm.

6. For ship transmissions in the VHF communication band, the electromagnetic
shadow effect of the turbines, causing potential blind spots inside the wind farm,
is the main issue. There will be some impact from electromagnetic shadows cast
by the turbine structures but it will be less than for the radar systems as the
communication wavelengths are longer at VHF frequencies. This will affect ships
operating within the wind farm and there is likely to be a drop in signal strength
when the transmitting system is close to a turbine. However, there is a separation
distance between the turbine and the vessel beyond which the VHF signal from
the vessel's transmitter would not be impaired. We conservatively estimate this
minimum separation distance at 150 metres [1].

Radar shadowing calculations

We now calculate the effect of the electromagnetic shadow at the X -band radar
frequency of 9.41 GHz. The intensity, depth and azimuth extent of the shadow
effect are calculated and the impact related to the detectability of shipping in and
close to the shadow region.

7.

Since the turbine tower is the largest component of the wind turbine, and because
its extent above the sea surface encompasses the height of most sea-going vessels,
it is appropriate to consider the tower as the main source of shadowing. The tower
is modelled as a perfectly conducting cylinder of diameter 5.2 metres. It is further
assumed that it is illuminated by an incident plane wave normal to the surface of
the tower. The assumption of plane wave incidence is equivalent to having the
illuminating radar, with a 2.4m antenna, operating at a range of 360m or greater
from the turbine.

8.

The colour plot in figure 1 shows what the two-way signal loss of a target would
be when it is located behind a turbine tower. The y-axis represents the cross-range
direction and the x-axis gives the down-range position. The centre of the tower is
located at the origin point (0,0). The tower is illuminated from the left side and the
shadow effect is clearly seen extending to the right. In this figure the down-range
values are plotted out to 100Om and the cross-range is plotted for 25m either side
of the tower. The reduction in echo strength is expressed in units of decibels (dB)
and is colour coded with values identified in the colour key to the right of the plot.
The dB is a logarithmic measure relative to a specific value or number. In this
case the dB is expressed relative to the value that would exist if the turbine were
not present. A value of -10dB, in this case, indicates that the signal strength is

9.
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reduced by a factor of lO. A value of -20dB indicates a reduction in signal
strength by a factor of lOO.

10. It is evident from fi.gure 1 that the electromagnetic shadow at this radar frequency
extends for some kilometres. There is a clear structure to the shadow, or a spatial
variability in both the cross-range and down-range directions. The width of the
shadow can be considered to be about 6 or 7 metres. Figure 2 shows the two-way
signal loss over a larger area, extending out to 10km and to SOm either side of the
tower. Although the shadow width widens with increasing range it also weakens.
It may be considered that the radar shadow effect extends out to 3km. It is,

however, less than 10m in cross-range extent.

11. A series of cross-range cuts are presented in figures 3 and 4 at different down-
range positions. These clearly show the reduction in radar echo strength to be
expected from a target at these down-range positions. For example at a range of
1000m the loss in signal strength varies between -10dB and -20dB. This drop in
signal strength is confined to a 1m extent. At cross-range distances outside this
there is no effective loss of signal. At 2000m the shadow width is about 10m and
the depth of shadow is clearly less than that at the shorter ranges. On axis, at the
zero cross-range, the two-way loss in signal strength is not as great as the off-axis
values. Figures 5 and 6 show down-range signal loss on axis at zero cross-range,
and at +25m and -25m cross-range positions (figure 5), and at +50m and -50m
cross-range positions (figure 6). This shows that the signal loss on axis out to

1000m range is more than 10dB.

12. I will now consider the shadowing effect of turbine upon turbine. I have calculated
the effect of the electromagnetic shadowing of two turbines separated by a
distance of 450m at the X -band radar frequency of 9.41 GHz. The intensity, depth
and azimuth extent of the shadow effect are calculated and the impact related to
the detectability of shipping in and close to the shadow region.

13. Figure 5 shows what the two-way signal loss of a target would be when it is
located behind either of the turbine towers. The y-axis represents the cross-range
direction and the x-axis gives the down-range position. The centre of one of the
towers is located at the origin point (0,0) and the other tower is at (-450,0). The
towers are illuminated from the left side and the shadow effect is clearly seer
extending to the right. In this figure the down-range values are plotted out tc
1000m and the cross-range is plotted for 25m either side of the tower. Th(
reduction in echo strength is expressed in units of decibels (dB) and is colow
coded with values identified in the colour key to the right of the plot.

14. The electromagnetic shadow at this radar frequency extends for some kilometres
There is a clear structure to the shadow, or a spatial variability in both the cross.
range and down-range directions. The interaction between the two towers is seer
in the interference pattern that is shown in the space separating the two towers
The width of the shadow is very similar to the single turbine shadow, about 6 or ~
metres. Although the shadow width widens with increasing range it also weakens.
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15. A series of cross-range cuts are presented in figure 6 at different down-range
positions. These clearly show the reduction in radar echo strength to be expected
from a target at these down-range positions. For example at a range of 1000m the
loss in signal strength varies between -15dB and -25dB. This drop in signal
strength is greater than for the single turbine on its own but the cross-range extent
is still confined to a narrow distance of about 1m extent. At cross-range distances
outside this there is no effective loss of signal.
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Shadowing of maritime VHF communications

16. 

I now calculate the effect of electromagnetic shadowing on the maritime VHF
communication syst.ems operating in the frequency band 156MHz to 162MHz. The
intensity, depth and azimuth extent of the shadow effect are calculated and the
impact related to the ability of shipping to communicate effectively on this band
in and close to the shadow region.

17. The tower is modelled as a perfectly conducting cylinder of diameter 5.2 metres.
In this analysis the effect of shadowing is made tractable by invoking the principle
of reciprocity, see for example Monteath [3]. We, therefore, consider that the
source and detector are interchanged. The signal loss due to turbine shadowing is
determined by field strength calculations in the vicinity of the turbine tower. The
tower is illuminated by an incident plane wave normal to the surface of the tower
and originates from the communication sub-station at Caldbeck.

18. The colour plot in figure 7 shows what the signal loss in the communication signal
would be when the transceiver is located behind a turbine tower. The y-axis
represents the cross-range direction and the x-axis gives the down-range position.
The centre of the tower is located at the origin point (0,0). The tower is
illuminated from the left side and the shadow effect is clearly seen extending to
the right. In this figure the down-range values are plotted out to 4l0m and the
cross-range is plotted for 100m either side of the tower. The reduction in signal
strength is expressed in units of dB and is colour coded with values identified in
the colour key to the right of the plot.

19. It is evident from figure 9 that the electromagnetic shadow at this VHF frequency
extends for a short distance, some tens of metres. Like the radar shadowing
discussed above there is clear structure to the shadow, with a spatial variability in
both the cross-range and down-range directions. The width of the shadow is very
narrow close to the turbine and is about 6 or 7 metres at a distance of 10m from
the tower. At a distance of 100m from the tower the loss in signal strength due to
the shadow effect is clearly diminishing.

20. 

A series of cross-range cuts are presented in figure 8 at different down-range
positions. These clearly show the reduction in signal strength to be expected at
these down-range positions. For example at a range of SOm the loss in signal
strength varies between -2dB and -SdB. The -2dB figure corresponds to a 37%
loss and -SdB indicates a 70% loss in signal strength and is confined to a 7m
extent in the cross-range dimension. At cross-range distances outside this there is
no effective loss of signal. On axis, at the zero cross-range, the loss in signal
strength is not as great as the off-axis values. Figure 8 shows down-range signal
loss on axis at zero cross-range, and at + 100m and -100m cross-range positions.
This shows that the signal loss on axis out to SOm range is more than 2dB.

21. Now I consider the shadowing effect of turbine upon turbine. I have calculated the
effect of the electromagnetic shadowing of two turbines separated by a distance of
450m on the maritime VHF communication systems operating in the frequency

Q INET! Q/S&E/SPS/TRO 30449 13



band 156MHz to162MHz. The intensity, depth and azimuth extent of the shadow
effect are calculated and the impact related to the ability of shipping to
communicate effectively on this band in and close to the shadow region.

22. The colour plot in figure 9 shows what the signal loss in the communication signal
would be when the transceiver is located behind either of the turbine towers. The
y-axis represents the cross-range direction and the x-axis gives the down-range
position. The centre of one of the towers is located at the origin point (0,0) and the
other tower is at (-450,0). The tower is illuminated from the left side and the
shadow effect is clearly seen extending to the right. In this figure the down-range
values are plotted from -45Om out to 41Om and the cross-range is plotted for
100m either side of the tower. The reduction in signal strength is expressed in
units of dB and is colour coded with values identified in the colour key to the right
of the plot.

23. The electromagnetic shadow at this VHF frequency extends for a short distance,
some tens of metres. Like the radar shadowing discussed above there is clear
structure to the shadow, with a spatial variability in both the cross-range and
down-range directions. The interaction between the two towers is seen in the
interference pattern that is shown in the space separating the two towers. The
widths of the shadows are very similar to the single turbine shadow width, about 6
or 7 metres at a distance of 11m from the tower. At a distance of 100m from the
tower the loss in signal strength due to the shadow effect is clearly diminishing.

24. 

A series of cross-range cuts are presented in figure "10 at different down-range
positions. These clearly show the reduction in signal strength to be expected at
these down-range positions. For example at a range of 51m the loss in signal
strength varies between -3dB and -6dB. The -3dB figure corresponds to a 50%
loss and -6dB indicates a 75% loss in signal strength and is confined to a 10m
extent in the cross-range dimension. At cross-range distances outside this there is
no effective loss of signal.
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Conclusions

25. Calculations and the further analyses have been presented in this technical memo
and provide more detailed quantitative evidence that verify the conclusions drawn
in paragraphs 36 and 37 of the precognition document [1]. This document
identified that electromagnetic shadowing effects would have some impact on
radar and VHF communication systems.

26. 

Wind turbine towers introduce electromagnetic shadows in the vicinity of the
turbines. This shadow is not completely black and has a limited extent. It should
be possible to detect vessels in the wind farm area. Calculations show that there is
a deep shadow immediately behind the turbine tower and that it is narrow in cross-
range extent. Results have been presented for a single tower and two towers, and
the effects of shadowing were similar for both configurations. This shadow
persists for a few kilometres and weakens with range. For large vessels traversing
the radar shadow it is likely that not all the vessel will be in shadow and so
enough energy will be scattered back to the radar to permit detection. The
detection of some smaller vessels close to the turbines may be compromised. For
small vessels it is possible that they will be in deep shadow and not detectable.
However, as at least one of the vessels will be moving the positions of the shadow
area will change and so it should be possible to detect vessels in the wind farm.

27. For the VHF communication band 156-162MHz there will be some impact from
shadowing but it will be less than for the radar systems as the communication
wavelengths are longer at VHF frequencies. Results have been presented for a
single tower and two towers, and the effects of shadowing were similar for both
configurations. There is a drop in signal strength when the transmitting system is
close to a turbine. For a vessel transmitting from within the wind farm the shadow
effect will occur when the line of sight from the transmitter to the receiver is
blocked by a turbine structure. However, there is a separation distance between
the turbine and transmitter beyond which the VHF signal would not be impaired.
From the analyses presented in this memo I estimate this minimum separation
distance to be 100 metres.

28. 

The further analyses that have been carried out regarding the impact of radar and
radio shadowing are reported in this technical memo and support the statements
made in the precognition [1].

29. 

In conclusion, the radar and communication systems used in the Robin Rigg area
of the Solway Firth should operate with minimal degradation in the presence of
the wind farm.
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Agenda item 2

Robin Rigg Bill
Committee

11 March 2003

RR/03/3/4

ROBIN RIGG OFFSHORE WIND FARM (NAVIGATION AND FISHING)
(SCOTLAND) BILL

I write to inform you that I have discovered a significant error of logic in the
methodology used for the Blade Collision Risk Assessment presented in my
Precognition for the February 24th meeting of the Committee.

The error I have discovered is to be found in the calculation of row 7 of Table 1 to
the Precognition. In this row I calculate the probability of collision for each class
of vessel occurring in one year as the percentage of the Area swept by that class
in one year multiplied by the percentage of the Area in which a collision could
occur for vessels with masts in that height class. (There is a typographical error in
footnote 6 to this table. Note 6 should say that row 7 is row 5 multiplied by row 6.)

My logic was that the product of two independent events occurring
simultaneously (a mast being in the same place where a collision could occur) is
the product of the probabilities of each of the two events. This logic is not correct,
since the continuous existence of collision areas cannot be treated as an “event”
for purposes of probabilistic analysis.

I would like to stress that this error has no bearing on my conclusion that the
probability of collision for vessels with masts below 16 metres is effectively zero.
This conclusion rests solely on the analysis of expected water levels on site, as
presented in my Supplementary Precognition on water levels. As for vessels with
masts higher than 16 metres, the flawed methodology means that my model
cannot be relied upon for meaningful calculation of the probability of collision.

Despite this, I continue to believe that 18 metres is a safe minimum clearance
level given a) the NEMS system we have proposed; b) the scarcity of vessels
with masts in excess of 16 metres that cruise in the Solway; and c) the very high
likelihood that the few vessels in this class that do cruise in the Solway will intend
and be able to stay well clear of the wind farm site. I also take comfort from the
Anatec conclusion that the worst-case probability of a hull/tower collision for all
classes of leisure craft is 1 in 155 years (RR/03/4/9, paragraph 53). Please note
that the Anatec analysis was completely independent of my own, and its
conclusions are in no way affected by my error.

I wish to apologise to the Committee and to the RYA for presenting erroneous
evidence. I can assure the Committee that I did not violate my oath, since I only
began to realise something was amiss in the middle of the night following the
meeting on the 24th. The only comfort I take is from the fact that I discovered this
error before someone else pointed it out to me.

Dan Badger
27 February 2003
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Telephone (020) 7203 7300      Fax (020) 7203 7301

ROBIN RIGG OFFSHORE WIND FARM (NAVIGATION AND FISHING)
(SCOTLAND) BILL

A few minutes ago I reached John Gallagher by phone at a meeting he is
attending in London and read him Alan Cubbin’s letter of February 26th regarding
Radio Frequency and Radar Shadowing. If you wish, John will respond in writing
tomorrow, but I can summarise his response to Alan’s letter as follows:

• The analysis and conclusions presented in John’s Precognition and in his
additional technical memo (papers (1) and (2) as referred to in Alan’s letter)
would not change in any significant  respect if John were to base his analysis
on the “fairly low powered radar” with a 4 foot scanner used by RNLI search
and rescue vessels, as referred to in paragraphs 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 of Alan’s
letter.  John will be able to document this.

• John does not disagree with any of the points made with respect to VHF
communications in Alan's letter.

I would like to make the following additional observations on Alan’s letter:

• Regarding radar, even if it were true that John’s analysis and conclusions
could not be supported for radar systems configured with scanners smaller
than 12 feet, this would have no bearing whatsoever on the feasibility or
efficacy of the NEMS system we have proposed, since that system relies only
on VHF radio communications from vessels to the MCA, and on fibre-optic
and satellite communications between the turbines and the wind farm control
room operator.

• Regarding VHF, Alan’s letter notes in paragraph 6.4 that radio distress calls
from a vessel within 10 metres of a tower could be ineffective.  We do not
disagree with this. John Gallagher’s analysis suggests that difficulties could
arise close to a tower.  We acknowledge that the effectiveness of the NEMS
depends on vessels in distress making radio distress calls before they get
this close to a turbine.

Dan Badger
27 February 2003
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ROBIN RIGG “RADIO FREQUENCY & RADAR SHADOWING” DOCUMENTS

1. The original precognition paper prepared by John Gallagher of QinetiQ for
Solway Offshore Resources and Offshore Energy Resources Ltd., and the additional
technical memo which MCA were given at yesterday’s meeting have been
considered.

The additional papers are respectively referred to as papers (1) and (2)

2. Although there are no problems with the methods of technical assessment
used, there is disagreement with the choice of equipment used to illustrate the
practical results of the found effects  and of some conclusions reached.

3. The disagreements are considered to be significant and are summarised as
follows :

Radar

.1 In section 15  of document (1)  the radar used to illustrate known
effects has a 12 foot scanner, giving a horizontal beam width of 0.65
degrees.

.2 This size of scanner and consequent performance is only found in
large commercial or naval vessels which will not navigate in or near the
wind farm, and is not indicative of  the equipment likely to be found in
the recreational craft, fishing vessels or Royal National Lifeboat
Institution  craft which operate in the area.

.3 Such vessels are likely to be fitted with fairly low powered radars with
scanner sizes ranging from 18 inches to – for the RNLI search and
rescue vessels – a maximum of 4 feet.

.4 Such radar makes in use include Raytheon, Koden/Simrad, Foruno,
etc., the larger RNLI lifeboats being fitted with Bridgemaster 2 systems.

.5 Average nominal horizontal beam widths for these scanners are
around 2 degrees to the 3 dB (half power)  points but the smaller
scanners have beam widths of 3.9 degrees.

Bearing discrimination

.6 This reduction in directional quality not only increases the spread and
relative power of side lobe propagations, mentioned in section 19 of
(1), which result in false echoes, but also reduces bearing
discrimination

.7 This has the effect of increasing the cross-range resolution of 115
metres at 10 km. range, referred to in section 15 of (1), to 350 metres
for the best of the above scanners and to 680 metres for the worst.
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.8 The distances at which the cross-range resolution would equal the
separation of the turbines ( 450 metres), ie. the distance at which two
or more turbines could be displayed on radar as a single fused echo,
would be, respectively for the two typical radars, 12.9 km. and 6.6 km.

These distances are well within the ranges of these radars.

Range discrimination

.9 Down range minimum resolutions ( range discrimination) for these
radars depend on the length of the transmitted pulse in time - which
itself determines transmitted power to  some extent –and these vary
from 12metres for the better systems  to 125 metres for the least
expensive.

.10 Targets at lesser separation than the range discrimination will be
displayed on radar as a single echo rather than indicating the presence
of two or more targets.

.11 Both of the above have the effect of reducing the range and bearing
discrimination in which target vessels, for collision avoidance or search
and rescue purposes, can be differentiated from themselves or from
other echoes such as the turbine structures.

.12 At yesterday’s meeting it was asked whether or not the size of vessels
could be easily determined by the displayed size of the radar echo, but
this is only so if the physical size of a vessel extends beyond  the
range and bearing discrimination of the radar system at the range
scale in use.

This affects the detection of vessels as discussed in section 20 of (1)

Tx / Rx power levels

.13 An additional consideration, in comparing the typical marine radars
likely to be used in the Robin Rigg  wind farm area and that system
used to illustrate papers (1) and (2), is that transmitted power of the
latter may be many times greater than the former as might also be
receiver sensitivity.

.14 Thus the signal strength losses incurred in shadow areas behind single
or multiple turbine towers, and illustrated in document (2), may render
target vessels undetectable in these areas.

.15 Section 15 and figure 5 of this document indicates a cumulative signal
attenuation effect when a number of turbines are in the same line and
a widening with range of the attenuated cross-range path.

This again would reduce the possibility of detecting targets along that track.

.16 For all the foregoing reasons and with respect to section 20 of
document (1), any of the small sized vessel types expected to be found
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operating close to or within the wind farm area would only be detected
by radar if :
.1 when close to a turbine tower the vessel length was

considerably greater than the range and bearing discrimination
of the radar in use (unlikely for such small vessels)

.2  it was such a distance from the turbine tower that it lay outside
the above discriminations , was not in the same direction as the
search vessel’s track, nor within a cumulative tower signal
attenuation sector.  

Recommendation

4. Consequently, the MCA would suggest that you review the above comments
and considers the effectiveness of site-typical radars which could, with for example a
4 foot scanner, be fitted to a RNLI lifeboat, and with, say, an 18 inch scanner, be
fitted to a small fishing boat.

 5. If these are found to be subject to the effects within the windfarm as
discussed above, then the Emergency Management System may need to be re-
considered.

6. See also the comments below with reference to VHF radio systems.

VHF Communications

.1 Since the effectiveness of the Emergency Management System will be
fully dependent on communications, any attenuation or shadowing of
VHF communications signals may be critical.

.2 Section 23 of document (1) refers to potential impairment of a vessel’s
transmitted signal, and subsequent investigation by QinetiQ described
in document (2) gives a quantitative analysis of these effects.

.3 Of great importance is the attenuation found to exist close to the
turbine towers, since this is the area in which small vessels are most
likely to be in difficulty and requiring assistance.

.4 An attenuation of 12 dB (a factor of 16) for a vessel 10 metres from a
tower could render its distress calls ineffective, and indications appear
to be that transmissions from closer to the tower  could be even more
affected.

.5 Figure 9 of this document indicates that these effects would be
cumulative when two or more towers are in line along the transmission
path.

.6 Section 17 of (1) refers to the communication sub-station at Caldbeck
and the reciprocity of signal shadowing.  The relevance of including
Caldbeck transmissions in the model is in doubt, to some extent, in this
respect since without reception of the relatively low power signal
emanating from the vessel in distress the alert would not be raised.
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Recommendation

7. Consequently, the MCA would wish to see practical test results using a typical
VHF radio fitted to a fishing vessel or pleasure yacht.  This could be achieved by
checking the broadcast reception in the vicinity of a tower at, say, the site off Blyth or
another installation with similar features and properties to the proposed Robin Rigg
development.  The effect of the shadowing or other attenuation will determine how
effective the Emergency Management System would be in responding to a vessel in
distress.

8. Subject to the results of the above, the MCA would suggest the Emergency
System be amended as follows

.1 The identification numbers on every turbine be provided with a light of
such a level that it will be visible from a small boat at a distance of
approximately one and half times the distance at which the results of
the tests on the VHF show a degradation or at a minimum 150 metres.

.2 Thus if a vessel gets into trouble it will be able to see the tower number
early enough to radio its position before VHF contact is lost.

.3 Clearly the Emergency Management System depends on the
communication links and, as I said at the meeting on Monday, we
would also include in the generic procedure, and the one applicable to
Robin Rig, a requirement to test the system at least twice a year.

9. I would welcome your comments and agreement to the above
recommendations.

I am copying this letter to the Clerk of the Committee for information.

ALAN CUBBIN
Director
Quality and Standards
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Dear Mr Gallagher

Robbin Rigg Offshore Wind Farm
Radio Frequency and Radar Shadowing

I was unable to contact you yesterday afternoon or this morning to conclude the
discussion that you began with Alan Cubbin. I will try and contact you again on
Friday morning (7th).

1. Further to the discussions that took place between yourself and Alan Cubbin
yesterday, Tuesday 6th March, I have prepared a note highlighting MCA’s ongoing
concerns in this area. These discussions follow Alan’s in a letter to Mr. D Badger
dated 26th February, with his response of 27th February. Your original precognition
paper for Solway Offshore Resources and Offshore Energy Resources Ltd. and the
additional technical memo that was provided on the 24th February Meeting at
Kirkudbright have also been considered. I have annexed the technical details
included in Alan Cubbin’s recent letter as background.

2. While there is little suggestion of any significant degradation of
communications within the proposed Navigation Emergency Management System
(NEMS) once a safety alert has been raised. It should not be forgotten that efficient
operation of the NEMS the purpose is to respond to vessels or persons that find
themselves in difficulties at sea in or around wind farms.  MCA believes that the
NEMS should be considered from the perspective of distress and rescue. The
NEMS system is only one link in the chain of procedure, the overall effectiveness of
which is also dependent upon the casualty’s ability to transmit a distress signal,
maintain communications and to be efficiently tracked down by rescue units.
Actuation of the NEMS other than for testing purposes, would also occur in
conjunction with a distress or other safety alerts that are likely also to instigate use of
vessels and aircraft, in combination with VHF communications and radar systems in
order to assist in the rescue. There are foreseeable situations where potential
impairment of VHF communications and radar could be detrimental when carrying
out search and rescue operations, if and when casualties drift close to or are in
collision with one or more of the turbines.

3. Although we have no problem with the theoretical methods used for technical
assessment, we have disagreement with the choice of equipment that it is based on.
There is a wide difference between the equipment used in your assessment and the
equipment, especially radar that would available in practical situations on board
smaller vessels in the area that would be used for search and rescue. It is therefore
logical for MCA to query some of the conclusions based on this assessment.
Additionally, with lesser radar bearing discrimination achievable with smaller
scanners of between 2 and 3 feet, would the turbine structures themselves be good
radar targets at range?
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4. The disagreements over the rescue scenarios are considered to be significant
and are summarised as follows:

.1 in addition to an initial alert at which time risk of contact with and
identity of the wind turbine(s) would be passed to HM Coastguard (HMCG),
while maintaining VHF communications with a casualty for updates on
rescue’s progress, with the added benefit of being able to keep the casualty
informed of the progress of the rescue;

.2 use of radar on board rescue craft for a surface search.

5. We have raised and discussed some of our concerns over potential VHF
propagation problems in proximity to the wind turbines. There are continuing doubts
as to the range when a casualty attempting to communicate with HM Coastguard
(HMCG) would experience significant VHF communications difficulties. MCA
believes that a clearer indication of this minimum range is necessary in order to
achieve an appropriate balance between proposed lighting of internal turbine marks,
at the same time avoiding the creation of excessive lighting of these turbines as
unintended additional “aids to navigation”. The range referred to is one at which the
internal identity marks of the nearest internal turbine can be read visually by the
casualty (in conditions of darkness) and the information passed to HMCG while they
are still able to receive the VHF distress message and initiate appropriate
procedures, including turbine shutdown through the NEMS.

6. It is noted that your later papers concentrate upon potential VHF and radar
shadow areas created by the fixed turbine structures, disregarding other potential
effects on propagation created by turbine structures and blades, including the
cumulative effects of phase-shift and turbine emissions. It is an MCA contention that
information on VHF and radar effects on propagation are theoretical with more
precise predictions only being obtainable through field trials on a similar offshore
wind farm with similar characteristics.

I am copying the contents of this letter to:

Mr. D Cullum, Clerk to the Committee, Scottish
Parliament, and

Mr. D Badger, Project Manager, OER Ltd.

Yours sincerely

Paul Wilkins
Navigation and Traffic
Principal Surveyor
Communication & Innovation Branch
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Annex

The additional papers are respectively referred to as papers (1) and (2)

Radar

.1 In section 15  of document (1)  the radar used to illustrate known
effects has a 12 foot scanner, giving a horizontal beam width of 0.65
degrees.

.2 This size of scanner and consequent performance is only found in
large commercial or naval vessels which will not navigate in or near the
wind farm, and is not indicative of the equipment likely to be found in
the recreational craft, fishing vessels or Royal National Lifeboat
Institution craft which operate in the area.

.3 Such vessels are likely to be fitted with fairly low powered radars with
scanner sizes ranging from 18 inches to – for the RNLI search and
rescue vessels – a maximum of 4 feet.

.4 Such radar makes in use include Raytheon, Koden/Simrad, Foruno,
etc., the larger RNLI lifeboats being fitted with Bridgemaster 2 systems.

.5 Average nominal horizontal beam widths for these scanners are
around 2 degrees to the 3 dB (half power) points but the smaller
scanners have beam widths of 3.9 degrees.

Bearing discrimination

.6 This reduction in directional quality not only increases the spread and
relative power of side lobe propagations, mentioned in section 19 of
(1), which result in false echoes, but also reduces bearing
discrimination. As a result, radar observers are less able to identify or
distinguish between separate targets at similar ranges, be they ships,
turbines or other objects.

.7 This has the effect of increasing the cross-range resolution of 115
metres at 10 km. range, referred to in section 15 of (1), to 350 metres
for the best of the above scanners and to 680 metres for the worst.
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.8 The distances at which the cross-range resolution would equal the
separation of the turbines (450 metres), ie. the distance at which two or
more turbines could be displayed on radar as a single fused echo,
would be, respectively for the two typical radars, 12.9 km. and 6.6 km.

These distances are well within the ranges of these radars.

Range discrimination

.9 Down range minimum resolutions (range discrimination) for these
radars depend on the length of the transmitted pulse in time - which
itself determines transmitted power to some extent – and these vary
from 12 metres for the better systems to 125 metres for the least
expensive.

.10 Targets at lesser separation than the range discrimination will be
displayed on radar as a single echo rather than indicating the presence
of two or more targets.

.11 Both of the above have the effect of reducing the range and bearing
discrimination in which target vessels, for collision avoidance or search
and rescue purposes, can be differentiated from themselves or from
other echoes such as the turbine structures.

.12 At yesterday’s meeting it was asked whether or not the size of vessels
could be easily determined by the displayed size of the radar echo, but
this is only so if the physical size of a vessel extends beyond the range
and bearing discrimination of the radar system at the range scale in
use.

This affects the detection of vessels as discussed in section 20 of (1)

Tx / Rx power levels

.13 An additional consideration, in comparing typical marine radars likely to
be used in the Robin Rigg wind farm area and the radar system used
to illustrate papers (1) and (2), is that transmitted power of the latter
may be many times greater than the former, as might also be receiver
sensitivity.
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.14 Thus the signal strength losses incurred in shadow areas behind single
or multiple turbine towers, and illustrated in document (2), may render
target vessels undetectable in these areas.

.15 Section 15 and figure 5 of the document indicates a cumulative signal
attenuation effect when a number of turbines are in the same line and
a widening with range of the attenuated cross-range path.

This again would reduce the possibility of detecting targets along that track.

.16 For all the foregoing reasons and with respect to section 20 of
document (1), any of the small sized vessel types expected to be found
operating close to or within the wind farm area would only be detected
by radar if :

.1 when close to a turbine tower the vessel length was
considerably greater than the range and bearing discrimination
of the radar in use (unlikely for such small vessels); or

.2 it was such a distance from the turbine tower that it lay outside
the above discriminations, was not in the same direction as the
search vessel’s track, nor within a cumulative tower signal
attenuation sector.  

Recommendation

4. Consequently, the MCA would suggest that you review the above comments
and consider the effectiveness of site-typical radars that could, with for example a 4
foot scanner, be fitted to a RNLI lifeboat, and with say, an 18 inch scanner, be fitted
to a small fishing boat.

 5. If these are found to be subject to the effects within the windfarm as
discussed above, then the Emergency Management System may need to be re-
considered.

6. See also the comments below with reference to VHF radio systems.

VHF Communications

.1 Since the effectiveness of the Emergency Management System will be
fully dependent on communications, any attenuation or shadowing of
VHF communications signals may be critical.

.2 Section 23 of document (1) refers to potential impairment of a vessel’s
transmitted signal, and subsequent investigation by QinetiQ described
in document (2) gives a quantitative analysis of these effects.
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.3 Of great importance is the attenuation found to exist close to the
turbine towers, since this is the area in which small vessels are most
likely to be in difficulty and requiring assistance.

.4 An attenuation of 12 dB (a factor of 16) for a vessel 10 metres from a
tower could render its distress calls ineffective, and indications appear
to be that transmissions from closer to the tower could be even more
affected.

.5 Figure 9 of this document indicates that these effects would be
cumulative when two or more towers are in line along the transmission
path.

.6 Section 17 of (1) refers to the communication sub-station at Caldbeck
and the reciprocity of signal shadowing.  The relevance of including
Caldbeck transmissions in the model is in doubt, to some extent, in this
respect since without reception of the relatively low power signal
emanating from the vessel in distress the alert would not be raised.

Recommendation

7. Consequently, the MCA would wish to see practical test results using a typical
VHF radio fitted to a fishing vessel or pleasure yacht.  This could be achieved by
checking the broadcast reception in the vicinity of a tower at say, the site off Blyth or
another installation with similar features and properties to the proposed Robin Rigg
development.  The effect of the shadowing or other attenuation will determine how
effective the Emergency Management System would be in responding to a vessel in
distress.

8. Subject to the results of the above, the MCA would suggest the Emergency
System be amended as follows

.1 The identification numbers on every turbine be provided with a light of
such a level that it will be visible from a small boat at a distance of
approximately one and half times the distance at which the results of
the tests on the VHF show a degradation or at a minimum 150 metres.

.2 Thus if a vessel gets into trouble it will be able to see the tower number
early enough to radio its position before VHF contact is lost.

.3 Clearly the Emergency Management System would depend on the
communication links. The MCA would also include in generic
procedures and the one applicable to Robin Rigg, a requirement to test
the system at least twice a year.
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Supplementary Precognition of Dan Badger on behalf of Solway Offshore
Resources and Offshore Energy Resources Ltd

Blade Collision Risk

March 2003

1. This precognition is supplementary to that of February 10th on the subject of blade
collision risk. (RR/03/4/1)   It addresses the fact that the methodology relied upon
for the risk analysis presented in that precognition was flawed by a logical error.

2. The error is to be found in the calculation of Row 7 of Table 1 to the Precognition.
In this row I calculated the probability of collision for each class of vessel occurring
in one year as the percentage of the Area swept by that class in one year
multiplied by the percentage of the Area in which a collision could occur for that
class given its mast height. My logic was that the product of two independent
events occurring simultaneously (a mast being in the same place where a collision
could occur) is the product of the probabilities of each of the two events. This logic
is not correct, since the continuous existence of collision areas cannot be treated
as an “event” for purposes of probabilistic analysis.

3. I have discussed with experts in statistical methods whether this flaw could be
overcome so as to produce a more accurate result. Unfortunately, the methods
that have been suggested to me produce results so implausible that they
underscore the implausibility of  the central assumption of my approach – that
mariners navigate at random, and make no effort to avoid the wind farm site or to
take evasive action when a collision appears imminent.

4. My conclusion is that a meaningful approach to quantifying blade collision risk
must start from the presumption that mariners with tall masts will navigate to pass
a safe distance from the wind farm structures, and will take evasive action when a
collision is imminent. Quantifying collision risk then becomes a matter of estimating
how often equipment failure will make it impossible to avoid collisions. This is the
approach which John Beattie of Anatec took in preparing his evidence on
hull/tower collision risk, and Mr Beattie will separately present to the Committee an
extension of this approach to the problem of mast/blade collisions.

5. I wish to offer my apologies to the Committee for inadvertently presenting
misleading testimony in my original precognition on this subject, and for any
confusion that may have arisen as a result.
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Precognition of John Beattie on behalf of Anatec UK Ltd

Analysis of Blade/Mast Collision Risk

March 2003

INTRODUCTION & SCOPE OF PRECOGNITION

1. Following an assessment of the risk of recreational craft collision with the Robin
Rigg Wind Farm structures1, Anatec UK Ltd were commissioned by the
Promoters at the request of the Committee to provide an independent evaluation
of the collision risk between rotor blades and yacht masts.

2. The same basic model is used for the blade/mast collision risk assessment as
was used for the yacht/structure risk assessment1 with revisions where necessary
to take into account the different nature of the blade/mast collision risk. For
example, a blade/mast collision can only occur if the air draught (mast height) of
the yacht exceeds the blade clearance in the prevailing sea conditions.

3. In addition, unlike collisions with fixed structures, the risk of blade collision can be
negated by shutting down the rotor blades in a safe position. The developers plan
to employ an Active Management System for this purpose2, which if effective will
eliminate the potential for interaction between yachts and rotor blades.

                                                
1 Review of Recreational Craft Collision Risk with Robin Rigg Wind Farm Structures (RR/03/4/10).
2 Precognition from Dan Badger (RR/03/4/1).

4. This precognition summarises the model methodology and results, and
references additional background information taken from previous submissions.

INITIATING FREQUENCY

5. The model assumes a yacht must be in difficulty, such that it does not have
control over navigation, in order to be at risk of collision with a rotor blade. The
following typical events could lead to a vessel being in such circumstances:

• Machinery failure
• Sail/mast/rigging failure
• Taking in water
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• Meeting adverse conditions
• Lost in bad visibility

6. Based on a review of the emergency response resources in the area1, it was
assumed a vessel in difficulty would be recovered (or at least the persons
onboard rescued to a place of safety) after one hour of alerting the Coastguard.

7. Two drift rates have been assessed, a worst-case 4 knots and a more realistic,
though still conservative, 2 knots. Hence, in the one hour before recovery the
yacht could drift up to 4 nautical miles at 4 knots or 2 nautical miles at 2 knots.

8. The frequency of a yacht getting into difficulty within these ranges of the Robin
Rigg Wind Farm perimeter was identified from the HM Coastguard Management
Information System (CMIS)1 for the last available four years of records (1998 to
2001). This comprehensive database covers all the incident events which could
lead to a yacht being in difficulty.

9. Within a 4nm radius of the wind farm perimeter there were 3 incidents between
1998 and 2001, giving a rate of 0.75 per year. Within a 2nm radius there was 1
incident in the 4 years, giving a rate of 0.25 per year.

10. It is assumed an incident is equally likely anywhere within the specified ranges of
the wind farm, and two detailed grids of cells covering 2nm and 4nm ranges
around the wind farm perimeter were generated to store this information for use
in the model.

AIR DRAUGHTS

11. For a blade/mast collision to occur, the air draught of the yacht (from water-line to
top of masthead) must be greater than the available clearance under the area
swept by the rotating blade. The model has been run for two sets of air draught
data.

• Solway Yacht Club (SYC) Fleet Data3

• IRC Fleet Data4

12. This data was converted from vessel length to air draught using the following
correlation supplied by the RYA4:

Air Draught = 1.3 * Length Overall

13. These two sets of air draught ranges are presented in the tables below.

Table 1 Air Draught Data – SYC Fleet

Range (m) Average Air Draught (m) Number of
Vessels

%

                                                
3 List of Solway Yacht Club Vessels (RR/03/4/3) and Precognition from Dan Badger (RR/03/4/1).
4 Supplementary Precognition from Jeremy Eardley (RR/03/4/24) and Table to go with Supplementary
Precognition from Jeremy Eardley (RR/03/4/25).
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< 10 9.4 19 48.7
10-12 11.6 16 41.0
12-14 13.7 2 5.1
14-16 15.8 1 2.6
16-18 N/A 0 0
18-20 20.5 1 2.6
> 20 N/A 0 0

Table 2 Air Draught Data – IRC Fleet

Range (m) Average Air Draught
(m)*

Number of
Vessels

%

< 10 10 489 15.2%

10-12 12 860 26.7%

12-14 14 857 26.6%

14-16 16 604 18.8%

16-18 18 157 4.9%

18-20 20 118 3.7%

20 -22 22 39 1.2%

22 - 24 24 35 1.1%

24+ 26 59 1.8%

* Conservatively assumed that the average air draught is at the top of the range.

14. In addition, one metre has been added to the air draughts given in the above
tables to make an allowance for mast-top equipment such as radio aerials. This
allowance suggested by the RYA5 was adopted because, whilst a rotor blade
impacting such equipment should not significantly damage the yacht, it may
affect its ability to communicate with the Coastguard. The above values with
associated probabilities were used as input to the collision risk model.

BLADE CLEARANCE

15. The height of a rotor blade at its lowest point (6 o’clock position) is estimated to
be 22m above Mean Sea Level (MSL), which is approximately 18m above Mean
High Water Springs (MHWS)6. The actual clearance at a given time will depend
upon the prevailing tide and wave conditions, i.e., lower at high water and higher
at low water.

16. Metocean data collected for the area over a 109-month period from Jan 1993 to
Feb 2002 has been used to estimate the probability of different water levels and
hence blade clearance levels7. The data is a combination of still water level and

                                                
5 Precognition from Jeremy Eardley (RR/03/4/13).
6 Precognition from Dan Badger (RR/03/4/1).
7 Supplementary Precognition from Dan Badger (RR/03/4/18) and Metocean Data (RR/03/4/19).
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wave height measured at High Water. An estimate of the variation in still water
level from High Water to Low Water has been made using the ‘Twelfths’ rule, i.e.,
from one High Water to the next Low Water the tide falls by:

• 1/12th of its range in the 1st hour
• 2/12ths of its range in the 2nd hour
• 3/12ths of its range in the 3rd hour
• 3/12ths of its range in the 4th hour
• 2/12ths of its range in the 5th hour
• 1/12th of its range in the 6th hour

17. Discussions with KMM, who compiled the metocean study, confirmed this was a
valid approach due to the sinusoidal nature of the tidal range in the area.

18. To estimate the actual water level, the sum of the still water level and half the
wave height measured at high water has been used. This is conservative
because as the tide falls the wave height will generally decrease. Also, the wave
data is taken from an offsite location where waves have been shown to be higher
than on-site measurements. A maximum wave height of 5m was assumed since
the measured on-site waves never exceeded 4.9m7.

19. The resultant water level distribution relative to Mean Sea Level is presented in
Figure 1. This shows that 82% of the time the water level (including waves) is
within 3m of MSL. The level exceeds MSL+6m 0.1% of the time and MSL+7m
0.01% of the time.
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Figure 1 Water Level Distribution (relative to MSL)

20. Based on a planned minimum blade clearance of 22m above Mean Sea Level
(18m above MHWS), the above water level ranges relative to MSL can be used
to calculate the proportion of time the blade clearance will be within different
bands. For example, the proportion of time the blade clearance is less than 16m
above MSL corresponds to the proportion of time the water plus wave level
exceeds 6m. The calculated values are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 Probability of Blade Clearance above Mean Sea Level

Blade Clearance
(m)

Assumed Clearance above MSL
(m)* % of Time

24+ 24 12.3%

22 - 24 22 28.5%

20 - 22 20 27.7%

18 - 20 18 26.8%

16 - 18 16 4.7%

< 16 15 < 0.1%

* Subtract 4m to obtain the approximate clearance above Mean High Water Springs.
21. These probabilities have been used in the model. It can be seen from Table 3

that the assumed clearance was conservatively based on the minimum clearance
within each range.

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

22. The Promoters are planning to take an active approach to mitigate any potential
risk of blade collision, as described in Mr Badger’s precognition8 and evidence in
Kirkcudbright on February 24.

23. To summarise, as well as appropriate marking and notification of the wind farm to
recreational users, they will operate an emergency shutdown system allowing
shutdown of any turbine, with blades at the 12 o’clock, 4 o’clock and 8 o’clock
positions, within 60 seconds of initiating the procedure. These positions give a
blade clearance of approximately 44m above Mean Sea Level.

24. The Central Control Room will be manned continuously and upon receiving
notice of a vessel in distress from Liverpool Coastguard will immediately initiate
shutdown of the appropriate turbine(s).

25. The MCA have reviewed the requirements and procedures of the plan and
judged it to ‘represent a feasible and effective approach to mitigating the potential
risks to mariners when the subject of, or involved in, a search and rescue,
counter pollution or salvage operation.’9

26. The management system is dependent on a reliable and accurate
communications system existing between the mariner in distress, the Coastguard
and the central control room. The MCA have undertaken to co-operate fully with
the Wind Farm operators in carrying out the procedures described, including
regular testing of the system.

                                                
8 Precognition from Dan Badger (RR/03/4/1).

9 Letter from MCA circulated at Kirkcudbright.
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27. The most likely reason for the Active Management System being ineffective is
considered to be the mariner failing to alert the Coastguard either directly or
indirectly using VHF, mobile phone, flares, etc. It is noted that larger yachts,
which are most likely to interact with the rotor blades, are also most likely to be
equipped with VHF radio and other safety equipment. Carriage of VHF radio is
also mandatory for all boats taking part in offshore races organised by the Solway
Yacht Club.

28. A 75% success rate for the Active Management System has been applied, i.e., 3
times out of 4 the system will be effective in shutting down the rotor blades before
a collision can occur. This figure has been deliberately made conservative
because, unlike the other inputs to the model, it is based on judgement rather
than actual data.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL CALCULATION

29. The initiating frequency is the accident rate for recreational craft based on the HM
Coastguard incident database. It was assumed a yacht is equally likely to
breakdown anywhere within the ranges considered (2 nautical miles assuming a
2 knot drift rate or 4 nautical miles for a 4 knot drift rate).

30. In the model program, the sets of air draught data (Table 1 and Table 2) and
blade clearance data (Table 3) are compared to determine if any combination of
the two could lead to a collision, i.e., air draught (plus 1m to allow for mast-top
equipment) exceeds blade clearance. If so, the probabilities of that air draught
and blade clearance level are multiplied together.

31. For example, taking the first blade clearance in Table 3 of 24m, this has a
probability of 0.128 (12.8%). No yachts in the SYC fleet could interact with the
blades when the clearance is at this level, so the probability of collision is zero.
However, for the IRC Fleet data, a yacht in the range 22m-24m has an assumed
air draught of 24m. Adding 1m for the mast-top equipment means the total
exceeds the blade clearance by 1m. The probability of yachts in this category is
0.011 (1.1%), giving a combined probability for this scenario of 0.0014 (0.128 x
0.011). Similarly, the 1.8% of IRC Fleet yachts in the tallest category have an air
draught plus 1m for mast-top equipment of 27m, hence they too have the
potential to collide with the blades when the clearance is 24m, and this set of
conditions has a probability of 0.0023 (0.128 x 0.018).

32. It is assumed the rotating blades effectively present a solid obstruction over the
area swept by the blades, and that in all cases the blades will be orientated at
right angles to the yacht’s direction of motion thereby presenting the maximum
target to the approaching yacht mast. The amount the air draught (plus 1m)
exceeds the clearance determines the ‘exposed length’ of the blades, given by
the chord of the blades’ circle that is within that amount. Taking the examples
above, where the amount is 1m, the exposed length of the blades is 20.3m. In the
second case of 3m above the clearance, the exposed length is 34.8m.

33. A mast diameter of 2m was assumed for all yachts.
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34. For a collision to occur, the yacht must drift from the breakdown point (a cell
within the grid) towards the exposed length of the turbine blades, the length being
determined by the air draught and blade clearance scenario being considered.
Finally, the probability of that drift direction is applied. The drift direction will be
influenced by sea and weather conditions, as well as any action by the vessel,
therefore, several scenarios were run to find the worst case.

35. The model program repeats the above calculation for every combination of air
draught and blade clearance, for every cell within the grid of cells covering the
ranges considered. Finally, the risk reduction factor for the Active Management
System was applied (75% effective). The resultant collision frequencies for all 60
wind turbine generators were summed to obtain the total estimated blade/mast
collision frequency for the Robin Rigg Wind Farm.
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MODEL RESULTS

36. The model was run four times using the two sets of air draught data (SYC and
IRC Fleet) and two drift rates (2 knots and 4 knots). The initial results before
applying the reduction to take account of the Active Management System (AMS)
are presented in Table 4. These are presented as return periods, i.e., average
number of years between collisions.

Table 4 Blade/Mast Collision Return Periods - no AMS

Drift Air Draught Data

Rate SYC IRC

2 knots 1 in 4,438 years 1 in 590 years

4 knots 1 in 1,978 years 1 in 267 years

37. Applying the 75% risk reduction factor to take account of the Active Management
System, the final results are presented in Table 5.

Table 5 Blade/Mast Collision Return Periods– AMS with 75% Success
Rate

Drift Air Draught Data

Rate SYC IRC

2 knots 1 in 17,750 years 1 in 2,361 years

4 knots 1 in 7,910 years 1 in 1,069 years

38. These final results are presented as annual frequencies in Figure 2. (Note: 1E-3
means 1 in 103 years, i.e., 1 in 1,000 years.)
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Figure 2 Blade/Mast Collision Frequency Results – AMS with 75% Success
Rate
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39. The estimate of blade/mast collision ranges from 1 in 1,069 years to 1 in 17,750
years. The latter figure of 1 in 17,750 years is considered to be the best estimate
as it uses the most realistic (least conservative) inputs, i.e., 2-knot drift rate and
Solway Yacht Club fleet air draught data.

40. This is further supported by the fact that the following conservativisms exist in the
modelling:

• No account given to rotor blades being stopped in high winds removing the
collision risk.

• No account taken of yachts being less likely to transit the Solway in bad
conditions when blade clearance is lowest.

• Mast diameter of 2m assumed.
• Allowance of 1m for mast-top equipment.
• Bottom end of ranges for blade clearance used.
• High water wave height data assumed for full range of tide.
• Wave height measurements based on off-site location where heights exceed on-

site measurements.
• Above average drift rates of 2 knots and 4 knots.
• Rotor blades assumed to be always orientated to present maximum target to

yachts.
• Assumed yachts will be on the crest of a wave when passing under the rotor

blades.
• Active Management System only effective 75% of the time.
• No consideration given to the high proportion of recreational craft with auxiliary

engines, potential for using sail and/or rudder to steer clear of the wind farm, as
well as potential to anchor in an emergency.

CONCLUSIONS

41. A quantitative model was developed to estimate the risk of the Robin Rigg Wind
Farm turbine rotor blades colliding with the mast of a yacht. The inputs to the
model have been researched using the best available data from various studies
performed during the project development. A 75% success rate has been
assumed for the Active Management System.

42. A best-estimate blade/mast collision return period of 1 in 17,750 years was
calculated. Assuming a 20-year operational life of the Robin Rigg Wind Farm, this
indicates a 1 in 887 probability of a blade/mast collision (0.11%).
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Supplementary precognition of John Gallagher on behalf of Solway
Offshore Resources and Offshore Energy Resources Ltd

The impact of Robin Rigg wind turbines on maritime radar systems

March 2003

Supplementary precognition document structure

The structure of this document is laid out under the following headings:

Introduction 
In this section the issues addressed by the supplementary
precognition are identified.

Radar background 
This briefly describes the types of civil marine radar that are in
use and some of their important properties.

Bearing discrimination
Here we discuss what affects the bearing discrimination capability
of radar.

Radar discrimination
In this section we discuss what affects the range discrimination
capability of radar.

Radar target discrimination analysis
This section analyses the impact of the wind farm on target
discrimination performance for two radar types – a lifeboat radar;
a small fishing vessel radar.

Tx/Rx power levels
The likely effects of lower power and sensitivity of smaller radar
on their detection capability is discussed.

VHF communication
The signal attenuation effects on marine VHF communication
comment in the MCA letter are discussed. An alternative checking
method, specific to the Solway Firth, is mentioned and will need
further consideration.

Conclusions
References
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Introduction

1. Further to the comments from Mr Alan Cubbin made in his recent letter of
26 February 2003 to Mr Dan Badger [1], I would like to address and
respond to the specific points made in this letter.

2. In this precognition I will deal with the following points raised in [1].

• The use of a 12 foot radar scanner in the analysis of the effects of the
turbines on radar.

• The bearing discrimination of radar and the effect on target detection.
• Range discrimination of radar and the effect on target detection.
• The effect of different transmitter/receiver power levels on target

detection.
• The effectiveness of VHF communications and signal attenuation due

to shadowing.

3. In the next two paragraphs I rehearse the scope of the precognition.

4. Under the heading Radar, paragraph 3.1 [1], the letter comments that a 12
foot scanner was used to illustrate effects. It is true that this size of
scanner is to be found on larger vessels, and indeed the vessels
navigating in the wind farm area will, more than likely, use smaller scanner
sizes on their radar. The reason for choosing this radar scanner was
because we had previously used it in the analysis of another offshore wind
farm and it was a good basis to analyse forward scattering and shadow
effects. It does not affect the conclusions drawn in either the precognition
[2] or the technical report [3]. Indeed the technical report provides more
detailed analyses of forward scattering and shadowing phenomena, and
supports the statements made in the precognition document. In
conclusion, the results presented in the technical report do not depend on
the scanner size.

5. New issues are raised in the letter [1] that are not explicitly covered in the
precognition or technical report. These are described under the headings
in [1] as Bearing discrimination, Range discrimination, Tx/Rx power
levels. There is also a section on VHF communications, which does not
disagree with or contradict anything said in [2] and [3].

6. It was recommended or suggested in paragraph 4 [1] that the
effectiveness of site-typical radar is reviewed for a radar fitted to a RNLI
lifeboat, and a smaller one that would be fitted to a small fishing boat. I will
now go on to analyse these new issues in a way that addresses the
concerns expressed in Mr Cubbin’s letter [1].

7. Before tackling the issues raised in the MCA letter [1] I will discuss the
marine radar background. This will assist in understanding the context
within which the radar issues have been assessed.
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Radar background

8. There are many marine radar manufacturers in the market – Sperry
Marine; Raytheon; Kelvin Hughes; Furuno; Koden – to name but a few.
There is a similarity to many of the radar products that they offer, and they
offer both 3cm (X-band) and 10cm (S-band) radar. The X-band radar will
be smaller in size than the S-band radar. The radar band that was
discussed in the previous precognition was X-band. Since shadowing and
scattering effects are likely to be more pronounced at shorter wavelengths,
and because X-band radar are also likely to be fitted to many more
vessels navigating in and around the wind farm, it is sensible to consider
the impact of the wind farm on X-band radar.

9. There is a range of scanner size offered by the radar manufacturers
spanning 18inches to 12 feet. Except for the smallest radar the antenna
scanners are linear slotted waveguide arrays with a narrow dimension of 4
inches. For example, Kelvin Hughes offers 6ft and 7ft 6in. scanners having
azimuthal or horizontal beamwidths of 1.2 degrees and 1 degree
respectively. The vertical or elevation beamwidths are typically about 24
degrees. The Sperry Marine Bridgemaster radar fitted to RNLI lifeboats
come with 4, 6 or 8 foot scanners, and have corresponding beamwidths of
1.8,1.2 and 0.9 degrees. The length of the scanner is inversely related to
the azimuthal beamwidth. The longer the scanner the narrower the
beamwidth. The beamwidth along with the range to the target are
determining factors in bearing discrimination.

Bearing discrimination

10. Let us interpret what this means by taking a 4ft scanner Bridgmaster radar
fitted to a RNLI lifeboat and evaluating the bearing discrimination as a
function of radar range to a target. We will use the figures provided in Mr
Cubbin’s letter. The letter identifies that the cross-range resolution at
12.9km from the target is 450m (the minimum separation distance
between turbines). As the radar moves towards the target the bearing
discrimination improves. At 2.9km the bearing discrimination is 100m and
when the range comes down to 1.4km the bearing or cross-range
resolution is 50m.

Range discrimination

11. Let us now consider the issue of range discrimination or range resolution.
This is the ability of the radar to detect targets that are separated from
each other by some distance in the down-range direction. This is achieved
by measuring time delays of the returned pulses. The ability of radar to
resolve two targets depends on the time-length of the transmitted pulse.
The shorter the duration of a pulse the better it is able to discriminate
targets separated in range. The Bridgemaster radar has three pulse width
settings – short, medium, long. The short pulse is 0.05��� ����� ��	
corresponds to a range resolution of 25 feet. This means that the radar is
able to discriminate between two targets that are separated from each
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other by 25 feet or more in the down-range direction. The medium pulse
has a duration of 0.25�����	��� 
���������������� ��������� ����������� ��
0.8�����	�������
��������������������

12. At long ranges, greater than 10km say, the long pulse mode is likely to be
used. At intermediate ranges, from 2km to 35km, the medium pulse mode
is used, and for close range, from 30m to 5km, the highest resolution short
pulse is used.

Radar target discrimination analysis

13. What does this mean for a RNLI lifeboat operating a Bridgemaster radar
with a 4ft scanner? For long range operation, and for ranges greater than
12.9km, this radar will not be able to discriminate turbines in the cross-
range direction. Remember the cross-range resolution is determined by
the beamwidth and at this distance from the radar it spans 450m, which is
the minimum separation distance between turbines. The radar can only
differentiate between targets in the cross-range direction that are
separated by a distance greater than 450m. The radar will, however,
resolve the turbines in the wind farm in the down-range direction. As the
lifeboat approaches the wind farm the cross-range resolution will improve,
and the resolution in down-range will improve on switching from long pulse
to medium pulse to short pulse. At 2.9km, for example, and with the radar
operating in the short pulse mode, the radar has a cross-range resolution
of 100m and a down-range resolution of 7.6m.

14. Assume that the wind farm is laid out in a square grid, figure 1, with each
wind turbine generator located at grid node point. We need only consider
one group of four turbines to illustrate the following argument. The nodes
are separated by a distance of 450m, which is the minimum turbine
separation proposed for the Robin Rigg wind farm. At a range of 2.9km
from the centre of a square group of turbines there is a percentage of the
area in which this group sits where there will be detection difficulties due to
radar resolution. This area is 1.5% of the area occupied by the turbine
group, and is coloured navy blue in figure 1. At a range of 1.4km the area
reduces in size and is 0.75% of the four group grid area.

15. It has been demonstrated that the size of the radar resolution cell changes
with distance from the radar. It is clear from the discussion that there will
be some resolution problems and that these will occur close to the
turbines. In practice, these areas will occupy a small percentage of the
total area of the wind farm.

16. Over and above the effects of radar resolution, there is also an impact on
target detectability from radar shadowing. The shadowing effects have
already been addressed in [2] and [3], where the shadow width spans 7 to
10m, extends for 2 or 3km behind a turbine and depth of shadow
diminishes with range.
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17. For radar with smaller scanners resolution will not be as good as the
Bridgemaster. For example, the smaller Furuno 1833C has a 2ft scanner
and its cross-range resolution at 2.9km range is 200m. The short pulse
mode has a 0.08�����������	���������
�����������
�����
����������������
At 6.4km range, and greater, this radar will not resolve the turbines in the
cross-range direction. It will, however, resolve them in the down-range
direction. In terms of its resolution capability it is a factor of three different
from the Bridgemaster radar. So the percentage area of the wind farm
where there will be difficulty in resolving targets is about 4.5% at the 2.9km
range. The effects of shadowing as discussed in [2] and [3] remain
unchanged, namely that the shadow width spans 7 to 10m, extends for 2
or 3km behind a turbine and the depth of shadow diminishes with range.

Figure 1. Square grid layout of turbines and radar resolution cells.

Tx/Rx power levels

18. An additional consideration or concern is raised in [1] regarding transmitter
power levels and receiver sensitivity. For Raytheon Pathfinder and Sperry
Marine Bridgemaster radar there are 4, 10, 25kW magnetron powers
available. All these radar have range specifications of 72 nautical miles
(133km). They reach out to the radar horizon and beyond. For the smaller
radar, the shortest quoted range performance that I have seen is 24nm
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(44km). This was for a Simrad RA40 radar with a compact 18 inch antenna
and a 2kW transmitter. So even the most basic marine radar has good
range performance. As the power density varies inversely with the fourth
power of range, there should be ample detection performance from these
radar at close range. It is at close range that they are able to resolve
targets. I don’t judge that transmitter power is a problem for small radar,
especially as the radar will be more effective at close range.

VHF communications

19. The letter [1], paragraph 6, expresses concern about the effectiveness of
VHF communications as a result of attenuation or shadowing. The
analysis presented in [3] is robust and quantifies the signal loss as a
function of position relative to a turbine. I am not clear about the point
made regarding Caldbeck substation in paragraph 6.6 [1]. I don’t consider
that there is a doubt about the analysis. It may be commenting that the
effectiveness of a signal coming from a vessel in distress is not properly
understood. The loss in signal strength is quantified in [3] and in order to
understand how this affects the VHF transceiver performance it was
suggested in paragraph 7 [1] that reception broadcast be checked. The
use of Blyth, or another installation, was suggested as a way of obtaining
this information. I think there is a more effective way of doing this using the
Caldbeck substation and carrying out measurements from within Robin
Rigg. I have discussed this with Dan Badger of OERL and I will develop
these thoughts further before the committee meeting in Edinburgh on 11
March 2003.

Conclusions

20. I have reviewed the comments in the letter from the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency [1]. I have addressed the concerns raised in that
letter. None of these change any conclusions that I have made in the
precognition [2] or the subsequent technical report [3].

21. New concerns were raised in [1], and I have addressed these in this
document. In particular, both range discrimination and bearing
discrimination have been analysed for a lifeboat radar, a Bridgemaster
with a 4ft scanner, and for a small radar, typical of those likely to be fitted
to a small fishing vessel.

22. The effect on target resolution was quantified. The area within the wind
farm that may be affected is a small percentage of the whole wind farm
area, and typically may be 2 or 3% when navigating within 2 or 3 km of the
wind farm. The size of the affected area reduces the closer the radar is to
the wind farm.

23. Radar transmitter power and performance specification for a range of
marine radar was reviewed. Although performance differs widely, it was
concluded that there are no major drawbacks even for the more basic
radar when operating close to the wind farm.
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24. VHF communications were considered in [2] and [3] and signal loss
characteristics resulting from turbine shadowing are presented in those
documents. It has been suggested in [1] that a check is carried out to
determine VHF broadcast reception in the vicinity of a turbine, using Blyth
or some other installation. I stated that I thought there is a more effective
way of doing this using the Caldbeck substation and carrying out
measurements from within Robin Rigg. I have   discussed this with Dan
Badger of OERL and the idea will be developed further before the
committee meeting in Edinburgh on 11 March 2003.
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1 This additional precognition is submitted in response to the Committee’s
invitation to appear at the further hearing on Tuesday 11 March 2003.  I have read the
precognitions of Dan Badger, John Beattie and John Gallagher sent to me today

2 This precognition deals only with issues relating to risk of rotor blade collision
with tall masted vessels.

3 We continue to approach this subject from a rather different perspective to that
being taken by the wind farm industry, including the present applicant.

4 It is worth recalling that the initial position of the industry was that offshore
wind turbines would be designed and built so as to give safe clearance to the tallest
kinds of vessels afloat.  Indeed, the current British Wind Energy Association website
(which is linked to those of the Department of Trade and Industry and the Crown
Estate) still illustrates the size of turbine towers in such a way as to give this
impression:  I refer to the illustration copied from that website (Appendix 1).

5 During the first round of applications, individual developers have been
lodging consents applications for designs with very much lower clearance heights.  To
our knowledge, at least two developers – the present applicant and that for a site off
Essex - have also substantially reduced their initially proposed clearance height
during the pre-consenting phase.  It appears from the information available to us that
these reductions are driven mainly by cost considerations.

6 We started from what appeared to us to be a self-evident proposition:  that it
would be an unacceptable navigational hazard deliberately to place wind turbines in
navigable waters if the clearance between the blade and the sea is less than the height
of vessels that may use the nearby sea area.  We have, so as not to appear to be
unreasonably interfering with a socially worthwhile programme, progressively
modified that initial position.  First, by accepting that it is not feasible for the industry
to build its newer, larger turbines at the heights originally indicated, so that there will
be a small number of very large vessels whose mast will exceed the clearance height
of all developments.  Then later, in response to the concerns of the present applicant,
agreeing that the proposed Active Management System – albeit a system never yet
tested in the UK – could be acceptable as the way by which rotor collisions could be
prevented for the small proportion of vessels whose air draught is of the order of 20 –
22m.  But reducing the clearance to the 18m (SMHWS) now proposed would in our
view place too high a proportion of the larger classes of boats within the risk range.

7      As I understand it, the latest risk analysis presented by the applicant (that of Mr
 Beattie) has been developed on the basis of incidents logged by the Coastguard
during the four year period 1998 – 2001.  We are uneasy at the prospect of wind farms
 around the UK being designed and consented on the basis of statistical projections of
 risk derived from such local and limited-time data.

8     Offshore wind farm development is an infant industry, set to grow very fast in the
next few years.  Almost certainly the crucial decisions on density, siting, design and a
host of other factors will be made before the experience of the first farms is available
for assessment.  That in itself seems to us to argue for caution where safety issues are
concerned.  It should be borne in mind that these first round developments, of which
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the Robin Rigg is one, are only a quite small proportion of the total number which UK
Government has in mind as one of the main ways of achieving its
international renewable energy targets.  The recent DTI paper on a strategic
framework for the offshore wind industry1 analyses the huge offshore wind resource
available and goes on to set out a framework within which the industry can bid for
development rights, based on the concept that most development in future years will
take place in three strategic boxes – the North West, Greater Wash, and Thames
Estuary2.  The first of these, the North West, is the sea area to the east of a line
approximately from Kirkudbright to the Menai Strait includes the outer Solway Firth.
Much of this area lies within the 5m to 30m depth contour within which offshore
wind development is currently feasible.  In short, it appears to us to be Government
policy to encourage developers to build more wind farms within this, and the other,
strategic areas identified.   Because of the likelihood of large numbers of turbines
being built in coming years in these areas we would prefer to see some general design
principles established at the outset, rather than have the prospect, in each case, of
having basic safety questions such as clearance height determined on the basis of a
local analysis of marine incidents which are unrelated to the presence of wind
turbines.

9 Casualties at sea are a product of human frailities and the power of the sea
itself.  Enormous efforts are now made at an international level to prevent marine
disasters, but these still happen.  It is impossible to predict with accuracy their
frequency and where they will occur – some happen in busy shipping lanes, others in
the remotest of places.  That is why, in relation to this new industry, created very
rapidly for the best of reasons but not a product of maritime experience, we have
argued for a design approach that is based on caution, which expects the worst
because experience teaches us that the worst will eventually happen, rather than
taking comfort in the probabilistic approach on which the applicant relies.

_____________________________________________________________________
.

                                                
1 Future Offshore DTI November 2002  Available at
www.dti.gov.uk/energy/leg_and_reg/consents/future_offshore   : see Table 2.2 in that paper
2 Figure 4.1 in the DTI paper


